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INTRODUCTION
1.

On March 5, 2019, ATB Financial, formerly Alberta Treasury Branches (“ATB”), sought and
obtained an Order (the “Receivership Order”) of this Honourable Court appointing Hardie &
Kelly Inc. (“H&K”) as receiver (the “Receiver”) of the assets, undertakings and properties of
Eagles Quay Properties Inc. (“EQPI” or “Eagles Quay”).

2.

Paragraph 2 of the Receivership Order transfers Action Number 1703-10923 from the Judicial
Centre of Edmonton to the Judicial Centre of Calgary in Action Number 1901-06628.

3.

On May 6, 2019, the Receiver filed its First Report in connection with:
(a) Outlining its activities in attempting to obtain the Records of EQPI in order to exercise its
duties under the Receivership Order, ultimately leading the Receiver to seek an Order of
the Court compelling EQPI, Frank Layton, Q.C. (“Mr. Layton”) and Frank P. Layton
Professional Corporation to provide the Receiver with the records required to exercise such
duties; and
(b) Seeking and obtaining the approval of the terms of a proposed sales and listing agreement
with Mr. Jim Jardine (“Mr. Jardine”) of Trilliant Real Estate Group (“Trilliant”).

4.

On May 16, 2019, the Receiver filed the following additional materials:
(a) A First Confidential Supplement to the First Report (the “First Confidential Supplement
to the First Report”) providing commercially sensitive information as it relates to the
results of a request for listing proposal process administered by the Receiver whereby the
Receiver sought and obtained proposals from three firms seeking to act as the Receiver’s
listing agent. As this First Confidential Supplement contained commercially sensitive
information as it relates to the ultimate value likely to be derived from a sale of the EQPI
Properties the Receiver sought and obtained an order sealing such reports for a period of
three months from the date of the closing of any ultimate sale of the last of the EQPI
Properties (as defined and discussed below); and

5.

A Second Confidential Supplement to the First Report (the “Second Confidential Supplement to
the First Report”) providing additional correspondence as between the Receiver and Mr. Layton
which was not before the Court in response to Mr. Layton’s correspondence to the Receiver. As
the Second Confidential Supplement to the First Report contained personal information, the
Receiver sought and obtain an order sealing the Second Confidential Supplement to the First Report
until the closing of the final sale of the last of the EQPI Properties.
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6.

On May 16, 2019, Mr. Justice C.M. Jones of this Honourable Court granted an Order (the
“Compelling and Listing Order”), inter alia:
(a) Approving a sales and listing process as outlined in the First Report; and
(b) Ordering Mr. Layton, Frank P. Layton Professional Corp., and any other individual or entity
in possession of the Records to turn them over to the Receiver within five days of being
served with a copy of the Compelling and Listing Order.

7.

On June 30, 2020, pursuant to a merger of H&K with BDO Canada Limited (“BDO”), Madam
Justice K.M. Horner, of this Honourable Court granted an Order substituting H&K with BDO as
the Receiver, with the effect that references to the Receiver herein shall refer to both H&K and
BDO in such capacity.

8.

On August 12, 2020, the Receiver filed its second report (the “Second Report”), providing this
Honourable Court with, inter alia:
(a) Details of material communications as between the Receiver and Mr. Layton, both directly
and through legal counsel, or through the Receiver’s sales agent, Mr. Jardine;
(b) The summary and status of the sales process being administered by the Receiver through
Mr. Jardine, together with the Receiver’s application for an approval process for the sale
of individual lots owned by EQPI and approval of a conditional purchase and sale
agreement as between the Receiver and Shauna and Michael Garrow (the “Initial
Purchaser”) for one of the lots that make up the EQPI Properties; and
(c) Details of certain restrictive covenants registered against title to the EQPI Properties and
the resulting impact of such covenants on the Receiver’s efforts to market and sell the EQPI
Properties, together with details of the Receiver’s proposal to mitigate such impact.

9.

Concurrent with the filing of the Second Report, the Receiver also filed a Confidential Supplement
to the Second Report, for which a sealing order was sought and obtained given that this report
contained commercially sensitive information, including, inter alia; an update on the status of the
sales process as it relates to the EQPI Properties.
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10.

On August 19, 2020, the Court granted a series of Orders (the “August 19 Orders”) providing
certain of the relief sought by the Receiver, including, inter alia;
(a) A Sale Approval and Vesting Order which, inter alia, approved the sale of a property to the
Initial Purchaser;
(b) An Advice and Direction Order which, inter alia, replaced the “Developer”, Frank Layton
and Carol Layton, the named parties under the Restrictive Covenant EQPI.
In granting the requested relief, the Honourable Mr. Justice C.M. Jones requested that the parties
try to settle the terms of the orders in respect of the relief granted, failing which they were advised
that they were at liberty to re-attend before the Court with such re-attendance being ultimately
required, the outcome of which is as discussed below.

11.

During the intervening period between the Court’s granting of the above relief and the attempted
settlement on the form of order between the parties, the Initial Purchaser advised the Receiver that
they would not be waiving their conditions, therefore the potential sale agreement was terminated.

12.

As the Receiver and Mr. Layton could not ultimately come to an agreement through their counsel
on the form of Order pertaining to the application held on August 19, 2020, on December 8, 2020,
Justice Jones advised that the parties should book time on January 5, 2021 to have the matter
resolved.

13.

On December 30, 2020, Ogilvie LLP, as Mr. Layton’s then counsel wrote to the Receiver seeking
an adjournment to the January 5, 2021 application, advising that Mr. Layton wished to be present
to make certain representations to the Court and that he was unavailable on January 5, 2021. As a
result, the January 5, 2021 appearance was adjourned by consent to February 3, 2021.

14.

On January 19, 2021, Mr. Kentigern A. Rowan, Q.C. (“Mr. Rowan”) of Ogilvie LLP served on the
service list a notice of withdrawal of lawyer of record withdrawing as legal counsel for EQPI and
Frank Layton. Mr. Rowan advised that as he was counsel of record for EQPI and Frank Layton at
the application on August 19, 2020, that he would be in attendance at the February 3, 2021
application to settle the terms of those Orders should his assistance be required.

15.

At approximately 1:46 p.m. on February 3, 2021, in advance of the application scheduled for 2:00
p.m. that same afternoon, Mr. Layton forwarded correspondence to the Court, copying counsel to
the Receiver and counsel to ATB, with such correspondence marked “Draft February 3, 2021 to be
replaced by Final Form”, a copy of which was attached to the Third Report.
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16.

On February 3, 2021, parties including Mr. Layton, a representative of the Receiver and its counsel,
counsel to ATB, counsel to Carol Layton and Mr. Rowan in his capacity as former counsel to EQPI.
and Mr. Layton attended before the Honourable Mr. Justice C. M. Jones to settle the form of Orders
reflecting the relief granted on August 19, 2021, leading to the issuance of the Order Re. Advice
and Directions as filed in these proceedings on February 23, 2021. A copy of the transcript from
these proceedings was attached to the Third Report.

17.

On April 1, 2021, Mr. Layton sent correspondence to both the Court and the service list established
in this matter providing a letter which, inter alia, confirms that the Layton February 3 Materials
were not provided to the Honourable Mr. Justice C.M. Jones given the Judicial Assistant to Justice
C.M. Jones was not at her desk in the intervening period between receipt of the email and the start
of court application. A copy of this April 1, 2021 Layton Correspondence was attached to the Third
Report.

18.

On September 8, 2021, the Receiver filed its third report (the “Third Report”), providing this
Honourable Court with, inter alia, the status of the sales process administered by the Receiver,
through Mr. Jardine, together with the Receiver’s application for the Court’s approval of three EQPI
lot sales (the “2021 Lot Sales”).

19.

Concurrent with the filing of the Third Report, the Receiver also filed a Confidential Supplement
to the Third Report, for which a sealing order was sought and obtained given that this report
contained commercially sensitive information, including, inter alia; an update on the status of the
sales process and information on the Former Lot Sales.

20.

At 1:56 p.m. on September 15, 2021, in advance of the application scheduled for 2:00 p.m. that
same afternoon, Mr. Layton sent correspondence (the “September 15, 2021 Layton
Correspondence”) to Kristine.kirby@albertacourts.ca, judicial assistant to Justice Jones, with a
copy to the Receiver’s legal counsel and ATB’s legal counsel, requesting that Ms. Kirby provide
the attached email and attachments to Justice Jones. As the Court Officer, the Receiver’s counsel
brought the September 15, 2021 Layton Correspondence to the attention of the Court.
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21.

On September 15, 2021, after considering the September 15, 2021 Layton Correspondence and
admissibility of same, the Court granted the following Orders:
(a) Three (3) Sale Approval and Vesting Orders respecting Lot 3, Lot 4, and Lot 15; and
(b) An Order approving the Receiver’s activities and professional fees of the Receiver and its
legal counsel as outlined in the Third Report.

22.

On February 14, 2022, the Receiver filed its fourth report (the “Fourth Report”), providing this
Honourable Court with, inter alia, the status of the sales process administered by the Receiver,
through Mr. Jardine, together with the Receiver’s application for the Court’s approval of two (2)
EQPI lot sales (collectively with the 2021 Lot Sales, the “Approved Lot Sales”) and approval of
a price reduction respecting lot 15 (which was previously approved by the Court).

23.

On Friday, February 18, 2022 at approximately 5:45 pm, Mr. Layton sent without prejudice
correspondence (the “February 2022 Layton Correspondence”) to the Receiver and counsel to
ATB, inter alia:
(a) Request that the Receiver withdraw its February 22, 2022 Court application and enter into
a standstill agreement that no further legal proceedings would be continued or commenced
to enable settlement of this matter;
(b) Consider a without prejudice amount to settle the receivership; and

24.

Given the commercially sensitive information contained therein, the February 2022 Layton
Correspondence is further addressed in and attached to the Confidential Supplement to the Fifth
Report.

25.

On February 22, 2022, the Court granted the following Orders:
(a) Two (2) Sale Approval and Vesting Orders respecting Lot 2 and Lot 11; and
(b) An Order approving the Receiver’s activities and professional fees of the Receiver and its
legal counsel as outlined in the Fourth Report, and the reduction in price respecting lot 15.
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26.

The purpose of this report (the “Fifth Report”) is to provide information to this Honourable Court
with respect to:
(a) A summary of the material activities of the Receiver subsequent to the Fourth Report;
(b) A statement of receipts and disbursements as at April 18, 2022;
(c) Details of the professional fees incurred by the Receiver and its counsel with respect to this
matter;
(d) The status of the sales process administered by the Receiver, through Mr. Jardine, together
with the Receiver’s application for this Court’s approval of three (3) additional EQPI lot
sales and to advise the Court of a price reduction to the sale of Lot 2 which was previously
approved by the Court;
(e) The Receiver’s proposed sales process respecting Lot 32, the largest lot in the EQPI
development;
(f) The Receiver’s application seeking the sealing of the Confidential Supplement to the Fifth
Report and the Third Jardine Affidavit (both defined immediately below) until the closing
of the final sale of the last of the EQPI Properties;
(g) Details of a proposed distribution to ATB on account of its secured indebtedness; and
(h) The Receiver’s recommendations thereon.

27.

Concurrent with the filing of the Fifth Report, the Receiver also prepared and filed a confidential
supplement (the “Confidential Supplement to the Fifth Report”) which provides further details
on the sales process conducted, interest and offers received, appraisal information, and pertinent
details of the Fifth Report Proposed Lot Sales for the Court’s consideration in granting the
Receiver’s requested relief.

28.

Mr. Jardine, in his capacity as the Receiver’s sales agent, also swore a third Confidential Affidavit
on April 18, 2022 (the “Third Jardine Affidavit”) as to material aspects of the sales process which
is concurrently being filed in these proceedings.
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29.

The Confidential Supplement to the Fifth Report and the Third Jardine Affidavit contain
commercially sensitive information with respect to the status of the Receiver’s sales process and
the Receiver’s expectation of value, both of which would have a material effect on the continued
marketing of the EQPI Properties if disseminated, causing irreparable prejudice to the creditors and
other stakeholders. As a result, the Receiver respectfully requests that the Confidential Supplement
to the Fifth Report and the Third Jardine Affidavit remain confidential and be sealed on the Court
record until the closing of the final sale of the last of the EQPI Properties.

30.

Capitalized terms not defined in the Fifth Report are as defined in the Receivership Order, the
Receiver’s First, Second, Third or Fourth Report, and filed in these proceedings.

31.

A copy of the Receivership Order, the Receiver’s previous reports, the Affidavit of Travis
Woktowicz and other relevant documents pertaining to these receivership proceedings are available
on the Receiver’s website at https://relieffromdebt.ca/eagles-quay.

32.

All references to currency are in Canadian dollars unless otherwise noted.

TERMS OF REFERENCE
33.

In preparing the Fifth Report, the Receiver has relied upon a review of publicly available
information, information from ATB and/or discussions with former management of EQPI. The
Receiver has not audited, reviewed, or otherwise attempted to verify the accuracy or completeness
of such information and accordingly, the Receiver expresses no opinion or other form of assurance
in respect of such information contained in this report.

BACKGROUND
34.

As indicated in the former reports of the Receiver, the substantive asset of Eagles Quay was 11
individual real-estate lots in a fully serviced development located on the northwest shore of Sylvan
Lake, Alberta (the “EQPI Properties”). Each of the EQPI Properties range from approximately
0.75 to 0.83 acres per lot, with the exception of lot 32 which encompasses 4.84 acres (“Lot 32”).
The 11 lots include lake-front and non-lakefront properties separated by a road.

35.

As indicated in the Receiver’s former reports, a corporate search of Eagles Quay dated February
14, 2019 shows that Mr. Frank Layton is the sole director of Eagles Quay and Frank P. Layton
Professional Corporation owns 100% of its voting shares.
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CREDITORS
36.

As indicated in former reports of the Receiver, the books and records of EQPI are incomplete;
however, the Receiver understands that other than ATB, Mr. Layton and Frank P. Layton
Professional Corporation are the only other substantial creditors.

ATB Financial
37.

ATB advises that as of January 21, 2022, it is owed approximately $7.4 million plus accruing
interest, legal and other costs.

38.

The Receiver’s legal counsel has conducted a security review in respect of ATB’s secured
indebtedness, and based on this review, has opined it to be valid and enforceable against the assets
of EQPI, subject to customary qualifications and assumptions included in security opinions issued
in insolvency matters.

Frank P. Layton Professional Corporation / Frank Layton, Q.C.
39.

The Receiver understands from discussions with Mr. Layton that both Frank P. Layton Professional
Corporation and Mr. Layton in his personal capacity may also be significant unsecured creditors
(as well as equity holders) of Eagles Quay. To date, the Receiver has not undertaken a process to
determine the quantum of any unsecured claims and would only do so in the event that ATB is
repaid in full.

Potential Priority Creditors
40.

The Receiver is not aware of any priority creditors ranking ahead of ATB (with the exception of
amounts related to property taxes which have been paid by the Receiver to date, other than amounts
for 2022 to date which would be settled on closing of a sale transaction).

ACTIVITIES OF THE RECEIVER
41.

The Receiver’s activities since the date of the Fourth Report have included, among other things:
(a) Working with Mr. Jardine and its legal counsel to successfully close the individual lot sales
of Lot 2, Lot 11, and Lot 15, which closed March 10, March 31, and March 29, 2022,
respectively, as previously approved by the Court;
(b) Negotiating and amending the purchase price in respect of Lot 2, which was believed to be
necessary and appropriate in the circumstances in order to close that particular transaction;
(c) Continuing to administer of the Court approved sales process, through Mr. Jardine, in
respect of the EQPI Properties, excluding Lot 32 thus far as described herein;
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(d) Negotiating and entering into to three (3) additional residential purchase contracts for sales
of Lot 8, Lot 10 and Lot 12, all of which remain conditional on court approval;
(e) Reviewing and investigating the potential future subdivision of Lot 32, through relevant
discussions with Mr. Jardine and Lacombe County, and a review of the Development
Agreement (defined herein); and
(f) Developing the proposed marketing process in respect of Lot 32 in light of the Receiver’s
findings in respect of the potential future subdivision of this lot.
42.

Further details of the foregoing activities of the Receiver are provided herein and / or in the
Confidential Supplement to the Fifth Report.

SUMMARY OF THE SALES PROCESS TO DATE
43.

As outlined in the First Report and subsequent reports thereafter, the Receiver selected Mr. Jardine,
an experienced agent with over 40 years and specializing in lakefront and recreational properties,
as its listing agent. Accordingly, on June 17, 2019, the Receiver entered into an exclusive listing
agreement with Mr. Jardine which has been extended on various occasions, with the most recent
extension to May 31, 2022 (“Listing Agreement”).

44.

Pursuant to the Compelling and Listing Order, the Court approved the following list prices, which
excludes Lot 32 as such lot is not currently subject to a listing agreement:
(a) Lakefront lots at a list price of $500,000; and
(b) Non-lakefront lots at a list price of between $250,000 and $300,000.

45.

The Receiver has been marketing the EQPI Properties (excluding Lot 32) with Mr. Jardine at the
list prices noted above from the date of the Listing Agreement and has received numerous formal
and informal expressions of interest and offers, the results of which have been detailed in the
Confidential Supplement to the Fifth Report and the Third Jardine Affidavit.

46.

Pursuant to the Listing Agreement, Mr. Jardine has been marketing the EQPI Properties (excluding
Lot 32) through the following means:
(a) Personally discussing the opportunities to real estate developers known to have interest in
real estate development;
(b) Advertising the opportunity to existing Trilliant real estate clients through direct
discussions and social media platforms;
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(c) Erecting signage at the entranceway of the properties and engaging a professional
photographer to take drone pictures which assisted in the development of the marketing
materials and website postings;
(d) Exposing the opportunity through the Trilliant website, including the usage of various
social media advertising and on Multiple Listing Services; and
(e) Conducting showings, as requested by interested parties.
47.

In addition to Mr. Jardine’s direct marketing of the EQPI Properties, the Receiver has also marketed
the properties, either directly or through Mr. Jardine, to contacts known to be active in the
acquisition of real estate properties and also to other commercial realtors.

48.

Further details on the marketing and sales process are provided in the Third Jardine Affidavit.

PROPOSED LOT SALES AND LOT 2 AMENDMENT
Proposed Lot Sales
49.

As a result of the sales process conducted to date, the Receiver has entered into three (3) additional
EQPI lot sales respecting Lot 8, Lot 10, and Lot 12 (the “Fifth Report Proposed Lot Sales”),
further details of which are discussed in the Confidential Supplement to the Fifth Report and the
Third Jardine Affidavit.

50.

The Fifth Report Proposed Lot Sales are conditional only to Court approval and have a closing date
of 10 days following Court approval.

Lot 2 Amendment
51.

On February 2, 2022 the Receiver sought and received court approval for the sale of Lot 2 for a
purchase price contemplated to be excluding GST.

52.

In connection with the closing of this transaction, the purchaser of Lot 2 communicated through
Mr. Jardine that they were of the view that as Paragraph 2.2 of the Residential Purchase Contract
(“RPC”) states that the purchase price includes any applicable Goods and Services Taxes (“GST”)
that they were not liable for the GST.

53.

The Receiver communicated that Schedule B to the RPC states that “In addition to the purchase
price payable thereunder, the Buyer shall pay to the Seller and indemnify the Seller against all
GST”. The Schedule B also states that where there is any inconsistency between the terms of the
Schedule B and the RPC, that the provisions of Schedule B shall prevail.
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54.

However, as the Receiver understood that the purchaser was willing to forfeit their deposit rather
than close the transaction if the Receiver were to require the incremental payment of the GST.
Following consultation with ATB, the Receiver negotiated a minor price adjustment as disclosed
further in the Confidential Supplement to the Fifth Report.

55.

The Receiver notes that the revised price remains at the upper end of the range between forced sales
value and fair market value as per the appraisal commissioned by the Receiver by Steckler Real
Estate Appraisals Ltd. (provided to the Court previously on a confidential basis and summarized
further in the Confidential Supplement to the Fifth Report) (the “Steckler Appraisal”), as well as
avoids the Receiver in having to incur further additional professional fees in obtaining and
negotiating with a new purchaser, as well as the associated legal fees in seeking and obtaining Court
approval.

Receiver’s Comments
56.

The Receiver respectfully recommends this Honourable Court approve the Fifth Report Proposed
Lot Sales, as it believes that:
(a) The purchase prices are the best result of the sales process to date, commenced following
the granting of the Compelling and Listing Order, and are further supported by the Steckler
Appraisal;
(b) Mr. Jardine, the Receiver’s sales agent, a party specializing in this particular market,
believes the purchase prices are fair and reasonable in the circumstances and current market
conditions;
(c) Significant effort to sell these EQPI properties has been expended under the circumstances,
which has been summarized herein and as further detailed in the Third Jardine Affidavit.
No party has acted improvidently;
(d) The sales process was conducted efficiently with integrity and provided sufficient exposure
of these EQPI properties to the marketplace since the date of the Listing Agreement. It is
highly uncertain whether further marketing efforts would result in a better outcome in the
circumstances;
(e) There has been no unfairness in the sales process conducted or in the negotiation of the
Fifth Report Proposed Lot Sales; and
(f) ATB is supportive of the Fifth Report Proposed Lot Sales.
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PROPOSED LOT 32 SALES PROCESS

Potential Subdivision of Lot 32
57.

Lot 32 was not subject to the Compelling and Listing Order or the Listing Agreement. Based on the
former EQPI Concept Plan, a copy which is attached as Appendix “A” hereto, the Receiver had
understood that Lot 32 could potentially be subdivided into six (6) smaller lots ranging from 0.77
to 0.90 acres in size pursuant to a Phase 2 of development, with such developed lots then marketed
and sold individually. Therefore, the Receiver had intended to consider a potential subdivision of
Lot 32 at a later date and following the sale of some individual EQPI lots (resulting in potential
funding to consider a subdivision).

58.

However, the Receiver now understands that the cost associated with any potential subdivision of
Lot 32 is likely expected to exceed any incremental sales proceeds with such understanding based
on discussions with Lacombe County and corroborated by a review of the Development Agreement
between Lacombe County and Frank P. Layton and Carol A. Layton (the “Development
Agreement”) as a registered caveat on title of the EQPI Properties.

59.

Pursuant to the Development Agreement, the subdivision of Lot 32 as Phase 2 of the development
may require the Developer (in this case, the Receiver) to invest in road improvements providing
additional access to the EQPI development. In discussions with Lacombe County, the Receiver
understands that this material investment would be required, and the costs of such investment is
expected to significantly outweigh the incremental sales proceeds.

60.

Assuming a potential sale price of $250,000 (in line with the lower end of the approved list price
for the non-lakefront lots) for each of the six (6) “hypothetical” subdivided lots, this would equate
to $1,500,000 in potential sale proceeds. After deducting the proposed $500,000 list price as
described and discussed below, the Receiver is of the opinion that there would not be a reasonable
chance of incremental recoveries (if any) commiserate with incurring the cost and incremental risk
of subdivision. The Receiver further understands that there may be additional approvals and / or
costs associated with this endeavour, increasing the overall risk and cost to the Receiver.

61.

The Receiver notes that the Steckler Appraisal comments that “the further subdivision of Lot 32
will trigger a requirement by Lacombe County as per the original development agreement for the
upgrading of some 6.7 kilometres of Municipal access roads to the development’s entrance. As the
cost to complete would appear to outweigh any upside to subdivision, it is considered unlikely that
a potential purchaser would consider proceeding with subdivision.”
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Proposed Lot 32 Sales Process
62.

As a result of the foregoing and in consultation with Mr. Jardine, the Receiver is seeking approval
from this Honourable Court to market Lot 32 on an “as-is, where-is” basis, absent any subdivision
by the Receiver, with further details of the proposed sales process summarized as follows
(collectively, the “Proposed Lot 32 Sales Process”):
(a) Mr. Jardine of Trilliant would act as exclusive listing agent to the Receiver, with the
following key listing terms:
i. a list price for Lot 32 is $500,000 (“Proposed Lot 32 List Price”);
ii. a commission structure of 6% of the first $100,000 and 3% of the remaining
balance (the same commission structure as the current Listing Agreement); and
(b) Mr. Jardine, as exclusive listing agent, would market Lot 32 through similar means as the
remaining lots as described herein.

Receiver’s Comments
63.

The Receiver provides the following comments on the Proposed Lot 32 Sales Process:
(a) Mr. Jardine, having extensive experience in this particular market, as outlined, and
specifically in the sale of the EQPI Properties as it relates to these receivership proceedings,
is believed to be the appropriate party to act as listing agent to the Receiver in respect of
Lot 32;
(b) Mr. Jardine has recommended the list price of $500,000, based his professional opinion
and experience, given the size of Lot 32 (4.84 acres, being an acreage type property) and
its location relative to the waterfront (has water access with a similar distance as the other
EQPI non-lakefront lots). The Receiver notes that the Proposed Lot 32 List Price is also in
line with and supported by the Steckler Appraisal; and
(c) ATB is supportive of the Proposed Lot 32 Sales Process.

64.

Additional comments as it relates to Proposed Lot 32 Sales Process, which are confidential in
nature, are included in the Confidential Supplement to the Fifth Report and Third Jardine Affidavit.

65.

The Receiver respectfully recommends that the Court approve the Proposed Lot 32 Sales Process.
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INTERIM STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
66.

The Receiver has prepared an Interim Statement of Receipts and Disbursements from the date of
the Receivership Order to April 18, 2022 (the “Interim R&D”) which is attached as Appendix
“B”. As indicated in the Interim R&D, the Receiver is holding $1,180,646 of cash in trust as at that
date.

PROFESSIONAL FEES
67.

The Court previously approved professional fees of the Receiver and its legal counsel in the amount
of $133,535 and $94,167 (exclusive of GST), respectively, as previously approved by the Court.

68.

The Receiver and its counsel have rendered additional accounts for processional fees totalling
$32,150 and $12,390 (exclusive of GST), respectively (the “Fifth Report Professional Fees”),
which are reflected in the Interim R&D with the time incurred on the activities substantially
described in the within report

69.

It is the Receiver’s opinion that its counsel’s services have been properly incurred and duly
authorized and rendered and that the hours and rates charged are in the Receiver’s opinion fair and
reasonable in the circumstances.

PROPOSED INTERIM DISTRIBUTION
70.

As outlined herein, ATB’s secured indebtedness is approximately $7,401,027 as at January 21,
2022 plus accruing interest and costs; furthermore, the Receiver’s legal counsel has confirmed it to
be valid and enforceable (subject to customary qualifications and assumptions contained therein).

71.

Furthermore, pursuant to Receiver Certificates issued as authorized in the Receivership Order, the
Receiver also borrowed $75,000 from ATB (as shown on the Interim R&D), ranking as a first
charge on the Company’s assets, subordinate only to the Receiver’s Charge and the charges set out
in sections 14.06(7), 81.4(4) and 81.6(2) of the BIA.

72.

Accordingly, the Receiver recommends that the Court approve an interim distribution to ATB in
the amount of $1,130,000 (the “Interim Distribution”), with $75,000 on account of the Receiver’s
borrowings and the balance on ATB’s secured indebtedness noting that as per the Receivership
Order, the Receiver is entitled to repay the Receiver’s Borrowings without further Order of the
Court. As outlined in the Interim R&D, this will leave an approximate $50,000 holdback of funds
to closing of the Fifth Report Proposed Lot Sales (in the event that the Court approves the requested
relief being sought by the Receiver herein).
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RECOMMENDATIONS
73.

The Receiver is respectfully seeking and recommending this Honourable approve:
(a) The activities of the Receiver as currently before the Court;
(b) The Fifth Report Proposed Lot Sales;
(c) The Proposed Lot 32 Sales Process;
(d) The Interim R&D;
(e) The Fifth Report Professional Fees;
(f) The Interim Distribution; and
(g) The sealing of the Confidential Supplement to the Fifth Report and Third Jardine Affidavit

until the closing of the final sale of the last of the EQPI Properties.
All of which is respectfully submitted this 18th day of April, 2022.
BDO Canada Limited,
in its capacity as Receiver of Eagles Quay Properties Inc.
and not in its personal or corporate capacity
Per:

Kevin Meyler, CPACIRP, LIT
Senior Vice President

Breanne Barker, CPA, CIRP, LIT
Vice President
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APPENDIX “A”

APPENDIX “B”

In the Matter of the Receivership of
Eagles Quay Properties Inc.
Interim Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
From the Receivership Order to April 18, 2022
Receipts
Sale of EQPI Properties
Receiver's borrowings
GST collected
Cash in bank
Interest allocation

$

Disbursements
Receiver's fees and costs
Legal fees/disbursements
Property taxes paid
Commission
GST remitted
GST paid
Appraisal fees
Insurance
Architectural Consultant fees
Ascend License Fee
Bank charges
Filing fees paid to Official Receiver
Courier

Cash in trust as at April 18, 2022

165,685
106,557
70,013
59,550
41,394
8,722
6,638
4,255
2,000
275
195
70
23
465,376
$

Interim Distribution (Note 1)
Cash in trust following the Interim Distribution

1,485,000
75,000
74,250
11,633
139
1,646,022

1,180,646
(1,130,000)

$

50,646

Note 1 - the Interim Distribution includes a repayment of the Receiver's borrowings ($75,000) and the balance
on account of ATB's secured indebtedness.

